Taxman is coming

This week in SJSU sports

Federal and state income tax returns must

A complete schedule of all Spartan and area sporting events

be postmarked for midnight tonight

Bugging out
Duncan Hall’s entomology museum
features over a half million insects
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Admissions and Records to cut more than applicants
By Carolyn Swaggart
Daily staff writer

Faced with drastic budget cuts, Admissions and Records has begun making
changes to prep= itself.
"Admissions and Records is, and has
always been, underfunded as far as I’m
concerned," said Edgar Chambers, vice
president of Admissions and Records.
The most visible action that has been
taken so far has been the change in the
deadline dates for applicants to SJSU.
The main reason behind the change is the
plan to cut classes next year.
"The end result of that is that if we

Education and
the spending

CALIFORNIA’S BUDGET CRISIS
leave the application door open like
we’ve done in the past," Chambers said,
"our fear is that we will not be able to
accomodate all of the students who would
want to come here."
He commented that this new policy
was not unusual.

"It just means that San Jose. for the
first time, is doing this because of the
conditions in the state budget," Chambers
said, noting that other campuses have
been using the same procedure according
to their enrollment situation.
Chambers speculated that with the new
budgetary cutbacks, his department
would no longer be able to pay overtime
to its employees.
Asked if he anticipated any staff cutbacks in the department, Chambers
responded, "I expect the system is going
to say to us, ’yes, you are going to have to
cut staff positions.

Chambers added, however, that if there
were any reduction in the staff, vacant
positions would be the ones cut.
Other changes could include cutting
the postage account, which would mean
reduced communication between the
department and the students.
One practice which uses the postage
account that could fall victim to the budget ax is the sending of special notices to
applicants every three weeks. These
notices alert applicants of information
that is missing from tlieir admission file
See RECORDS, back page

’The end result of that is
that if we leave the
application door open like
we’ve done in the past our
fear is that we will not be
able to accomodate all of the
students who would want to
come here.’
vice

Edgar Chambers,
president of Admissions and Records

Scheller house
receives one bid
for relocation
By Corey ’fresidder
stall writer
After anticipating more than 23
bids for the Scheller house relocation, SJSU received only one Friday from a part-owner of a local
real estate development company.
Matthew Hurley of Ashford
Development submitted the bid at
2 p.m., the time the university set
as a deadline, according to Mo
Qayoumi, SJSU assistant executive vice president at Facilities
Development and Operations.
State law prohibits the university to accept any bids after the
deadline time, Qayoumi said. Qayoumi and Cindy Soto, both of
FD&O, were two members
required to represent SJSU at the
bid submission meeting.
At the meeting, the bid was read
aloud and the next phase in the bid
process was explained to Hurley.
Now the university is reviewing
the bid, determining its validity
and then will notify Ashford
Development in adequate time
whether the it will be accepted or
declined. Qayoumi said.
"I am pleasantly pleased that
Ashford was the only bidder."
Hurley said. "Hopefully the university, the city, the interested public and my company will be happy
with the bid."
Hurley also said that when he
bought a foreclosed house on 12th
Street the bidding was brisk. He
expressed some surprise that his
was the only bid, with the recent
interest in the Scheller house.
Hurley would not go into
specifics about the contents of the
bid, but said he would be willing to
Daily

discuss it after the university notified him with their decision.
Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans and Space Management and Facilities Planner Alan
Freeman were both unavailable for
comment Friday. The two have
been involved in the Scheller task
force concerning the university’s
interest in the issue.
If the decision is made to accept
the bid, Ashford Developments
would then provide the performance
bond, public liability insurance and
property damage insurance as outlined in the solicitation of offers and
bid invitation pamphlet distributed
to prospective bidders.
Procedures to remove the
asbestos and move the building
from its current location would
then be instigated.
Should the bid be rejected,
other means for moving and renovating the building will be determined when that situation arises.
Qayoumi would not speculate on
the university’s action should that
happen.
SJSU Public Affairs Director
Lori Stahl said that Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. is still interested in
helping out with the electrical
aspect of moving the building.
Dick Smith, an employee of PG
& E who attended the task force
meetings, was also in attendance
Friday when the bid was submitted
to the university. He notified the
group that a co-worker, Drina
Collins, would be PG&E’s new
representative in the operations
concerning the Scheller house.
Hurley is hopeful to hear from
the university by sometime today.

Just wading
around
Abose: Washburn Hall Sun and Disc Club members bask in
the spring sunlight laughing, drinking and relaxing around
their "kiddie" pool. Left: Sophomore journalism major Nico
Nlancini snags the Frisbee on the lawn near the back side of
Washburn Hall facing Seventh street. The club was established
in the spring of 1989. This week represented the first week of
the fun in the sun for the Washburn Hall club.

Photos by
Rocksford Takamatsu

Era of carnage revisited during Jewish memorial

Holocaust images poignant to viewers
By Rorksford Takamatsu
Special to the Daily

There is always a moment when
a moral choice is made -- in 1941
Chancellor Adolf Hitler’s choice
of systematically annihilating the
Jewish people resulted in 11 million men, women and children suffering horrifying and grotesque
deaths.
About 35 students, faculty and
staff gathered Thursday for a corn-

memorative observation of Yom
Ha Shoah, Holocaust Memorial
Day, in the A.S. Council Chambers
to discuss, share and learn about
the cruelty inflicted upon the Jewish people.
Videotape of impactfully graphic atrocities were shown demonstrating the events at the Nazi
death camps. In the darkness of
the room, people wiped away
tears, sniffled and remained mitten

with deathly sonibernesAdina Friedman, an officer 01
the Jewish Student Union. was satisfied by the impact the films, discussions and speech had on the
audience.
"I wanted the people to go
through this kind of experience to
feel what we (as Jews) go through
this is just the tip of the iceberg." Friedman said.
Former SJSU Professor Glenn

Earley, who has taught more than
50.000 students about the Holocaust. explained that the genocidal
slaughter of the Jewish people was
different from others in the way
that Jews were radically singled
out, and by the rapid method
which they were exterminated.
The holiday of Yom Ha Shoah
was inspired from Polish Jews
See JEWISH, back page

Associated Students o ts for more student in nut
By John Bessa
Daily start writer

After only four people showed,
the Associated Students on
Wednesday decided to extend the
open forum on this years A.S.
budget another week.
The effort was made to allow
for more input from students on
this year’s million dollar budget.
A crowd of about thirty were
present at the beginning of the

A.S. meeting, but after four hours
of deliberation on other A.S.
business, including the decision
to extend the forum period, the
crowd disappeared.
"I think that if they’re going to
advertise an open forum at 3
o’clock, they should have it at 3
o’clock not the middle of the
evening," said Jon Fleischman, the
only student to speak at the forum.

a

Fleischman next year’s A.S.
director of student rights and
responsibilities, said he attended
the A.S. meeting for his own
information.
"I’m here to see how the system works," Fleischman said. "I
don’t think the system is working
well at all when there are over
150 groups on campus and only a
handful receive funds."

At one point during the med
ing. Director of Community
Affairs Blair Whitney said "I
think were infatuated with
bureaucracy."
Whitney said he was irritated by
the unnecessiuy discussion over the
ads planned for next week, adding
that it is the communication director’s job to plan the ads.
See BUDGET,
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Student leaders plan
fee increase protest
Resler organizing
It is important for
student rally to voice students to get involved
dismay over budget this semester before the
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff wotor

Cindy Resler is burning with
rage about what the state is doing
to students.
She’s scared that student’s classes are going to be cut, fees raised,
teachers laid off and services
slashed - all without a cry of
protest from the students. The students can’t protest, she says, without being aware of the heating that
they will take if they don’t speak
out.
Resler, the head of a group of
SJSU students who are protesting
the fee increase and budget cuts,
plans to have a student rally at the
State building on Tuesday to let
the students know how they may
he affected by the proposed budget
cuts.
The noon rally will also protest

state legislature decides
the budget.

the fact that already this semester,
the California State University
Board of Trustees have increased
the state university fee by 20 percent for the fall. She also wants
students to know that the
announcement that 640 classes
will be cut may be just the beginning of a long senes of bad news
for students if they don’t stand up
and let the state know that education is important.
Students, Resler said, may feel
that the cuts and fee increases are
already written in stone. According
to Resler, they arc wrong.
See PROTEST, page 4
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A.S. discrimination probe incites response

Banking on 20 percent
Administrators and
bureaucrats have been
flirting with the 20
percent fee increase figure since
the last days of summer gave way
to the season of CSU’s despair.
But, without trying to be overly
skeptical, we feel obligated to
sketch out the cold reality that
makes a 20 percent increase seem
like pocket change.
The fact is, the 20 percent figure
was assessed before Gov. Pete
Wilson tripped over a bulging
defecit figure hidden under the
carpet.
That grim discovery inflated the
actual deficit to nearly $13
billion, nearly twice the original
estimate.
In addition to the $13 billion
shortfall, recent reports have
indicated that state income tax
collections will be $700 million
less than projected.

Investigation not pursued

But the CSU, including SJSU, is
trying desperately to ride the 20
percent figure all the way to
legislative approval, trying not to
notice the state’s deepening
trough.
And that’s not saying that they
shouldn’t. The CSU can only
bank on the 20 percent increase
until the governor gives futher
notice. The CSU has its own
problems to address, like teacher
lay-offs, curtailed enrollments and
lost classes. It’s all a matter of
securing our own interests.
does all this amount
Avhat
to? Unfortunately for
students it may mean
putting to rest the 20 percent
increase figure and replacing it
with something exceeding that
worst-case
amount the
scenerio being 40 percent.
Brace yourselves.

Editor,
A facade of confusion was demonstrated
by members of the Associated Students
Board of Directors at their meeting of
April 3, 1991. The prime example is that
of Gina Sutherst, Director of Student
Services.
I watched as Juan Haro and Gabriel
Miramontes made a presentation to the
A.S Board regarding how the board
responds to the issues of racist acts. The
point was clear about their dissatisfaction
of how members of the board made

Where was Haro?
Editor,
After reading the April 4 article
regarding Juan Haro’s dissatisfaction with
ihe Associated Students, and more
specifically the Student Grievance
Committee (SGC). I was extremely
agitated by Mr. Haro’s allegations. First of
all, being a student member of the SGC
and perhaps most importantly a so-called
minority myself (of East-Indian descent).
I feel that Mr. Haro has done the SGC an
injustice. Mr. Haro believes that I (or
more appropriately the SGC) am willing
to sit-back and not adequately respond to
racial harassment issues. If this were true
Mr. Haro, I would join you condemning
the SGC, and myself.
As an integral part of the committee. I
saw and participated in case developments
from its onset to eventual closure. Due to

recommendations that were useless (lip
service).
It was clear that both Juan Hato and
Gabriel Miramontes are genuinely
concerned about how students who are
racially harassed will be treated by the
AS., but somehow Gina Sutherst was still
acting confused about what they (Juan
Haro and Gabriel Miramontes) were
asking: that Associated Students Board of
Directors be responsive to students in
similar situations. They also stated that
the A.S. doesn’t do anything regarding
discrimination on our campus.

He, Juan Haro, was asked by the board
to submit a complaint to the Student
a committee that
Grievance committee
said it did an investigation but upon
verification of this claim made no such
investigation. The point was clear that the
A.S. sent him to a committee that failed in
its responsibility and that the A.S. cannot
do anything of significance regarding
issues of racial discrimination.
Ruben Michel
Junior
Political Science

the sensitive nature of the case material without sufficient and objective
and Mr. Haro’s confidentiality, I am not at information.
liberty to disclose any case information.
At the onset of the Spring Semester
However, I am able to point out the 1991, when the SGC reconvened, Mr.
circumstances leading to the closure of Haro was informed of our decision to
the case.
close the case. Details for our decision to
Mr. Haro presented his grievance on close the case were included in a letter.
September 17, 1990 upon which the SGC One of the primary reasons was the
took his case at the onset of the Fall obvious lack of objective information.
Semester 1990. Numerous attempts were
In conclusion, I feel that you, Mr. Haro,
made to obtain critical case information, have done the SGC a grave injustice. 1
both from the UPD and from Mr. Haro. can personally vouch for the many hours
The UPD was unable to provide us with I. and the rest of the faculty and student
the information we needed since, as the members of the SGC, contributed to your
SGC was informed. Mr. Haro was in the case. Given the aforementioned criteria,
process of prosecuting his case through the SGC did act appropriately. It is
his attorney. Although Mr. Haro continues unfortunate that you don’t sec that.
to dispute this, numerous attempts were
made to contact Mr. Haro (telephone
Mujeeb Rafisiddin
messages, letters, etc.). but to no avail. At
Student Member SGC
this point in time it was rather impossible
Senior
for the SGC to make a recommendation
Finance

’Perspective’ ROTC quote stirs the senses
Debunking no-gay policy

tr.-77-tnt.t7.-
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Editor,
Col. John Petrick’s remark (Perspective,
April 4) regarding the unfairness of
removing the ROTC program from the
California State University system (I)
does not answer the Spartan Daily’s
question (should campus ROTC programs
bar gays and lesbians from its programs),
and (2) insinuates it’s okay to
discriminate, as long as you’re not
discriminating against everybody.
SJSU has a non-discrimination policy
that includes sexual preference. This
principle is expected to be observed in the
admission, housing and education of
students. In addition, the affirmative
action goal of the university includes a
firm and unambiguous commitment to the
active elimination of discrimination. If
Petrick is so concerned about the
availability of the ROTC program to
students, why doesn’t he suggest to his
superiors and President Bush that gays,
lesbians, and bisexuals be admitted into
ROTC programs and the military?
To my knowledge, the military has no

evidence to suggest that gays, lesbians, or
bisexuals are a security risk, or that they
would impede morale or recruitment. In
fact, a newly published book, "Gays in
Uniform," edited by Kate Dyer (1990)
states that ". . .the contention that gays
somehow patently
’impair the
accomplishment of the military mission’
is unsupported by any scientific analysis."
Some people may wonder why gays and
lesbians join the military when they know
the military’s history of abusive treatment
toward them. But even if they arc aware
of their identity, why shouldn’t they have
the right to serve their country if they
desire? And, why shouldn’t they have
access to the educational benefits offered
by such programs as the ROTC,
especially if they need them?
I support any program that offers
educational opportunities and financial
assistance to SJSU students, providing
that opportunity is available to all
students.

FAYE WELLS

Tax-illiteracy a
painful deficiency
April 15: a time for jubilation,
suffering, and danger.
Today we celebrate April 15, holiday of
loops and holes.
Since January the tax accountants have
feasted on property owners and venture
capitalists who pay large sums to pay no,
or low, taxes.
No biggie, as they say in the Golden
State. Owners can deduct a third of the
mortgage interest on home and rental
properties as the government helps them
pay for their housing, plus more. Known
as the homeowner’s deduction, it widens
the tax law’s loops and holes to make
room for the bucks that shed from debtladen property owner’s income like fur

from a well -combed cat.
Tax literati know that once
homeowners’ mortgage interest is high
enough to reach what the government
calls the "standard" deduction, they can
subtract other items from their income,
further reducing taxable salary.
I’ve never understood why Uncle Sam
could not find a comparable reduction
for renters. But then, I’ve rented, ranted
and raved for years at this injustice to no
avail.
If renters suffer, free-lance writers court
danger on April 15. I earn money from
teaching and supplemented my salary by
free-lance writing.
Unfortunately, I’m tax -illiterate,

dangerous this time of year.
Substitute teaching brought me most of
my income, but I augmented it by
writing articles for community
newspapers. Rather than being on the
payroll, I was what journalists call a
free-lance writer.
My problem started when one of my
employers failed to deduct any social
security, federal, or state taxes.
The school districts for which I work
send me a check with a stub stating
deductions and what they are for.
San Jose Unified’s paychecks show in
sharp blue print on white paper just how
much they deduct from each check, and
where they send it. Like all major
companies, each paycheck showed salary
and withholdings to the date of the
check.
Not so for the free-lance check. Every
one I received was valid, duly fought for,
made out by hand by the publisher of the
newspaper. But they lacked tax
information. They had no deductions
because the newspaper took none.
With a 1990 income embarrassingly
close to 0, I started Monday to ink over

Editor,
On Wednesday, April 3, 1991 I was
visited by two of your reporters for the
Perspective section of your newspaper.
I was asked to state my opinion on the
California State University Academic
Senate resolution to ban ROTC from
system campuses. I answered that
question exactly as quoted in your April
4, 1991 Perspective section.
My quote, however, is published as a
response to a different question. I was not
asked "Do you feel campus ROTC should
bar homosexuals from its program?" This;
makes me look foolish.
Please take corrective action or advise
your reporters not to bother asking for my
time in the future. I think most of them
will inform you that my faculty and I have
been quite a bit more cooperative with
them in the past than our counterparts
have been.
John J. Petrick
Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Army
Chair, Department of Military Sciem

Christine Schmidt
Senior
Psychology

Paul Conrad Los Angeles Times

REPORTER’S FORUM

ROTC quote out of context

my penciled 1040EZ and 540. I added
the free-lance income and assessed my
tax from my tax tables. Chances for a
return were favorable.
But a voice in the distance said: "Don’t
you believe it." So I carefully checked
all documents before folding them into
the envelopes I addressed to the IRS and
the Franchise Tax Board.
Conventional payroll W-2s are
labeled 1099. But among the tax
statements from my five 1990
employers lurked two free-lance
statements labelled 1099-MISC.
Neither showed any deductions for
social security or federal or state
income tax.
So I quickly called the 1-800 number
where patient but tired IRS employees
explained that I could not use the
1040EZ form, which is easier than the
1040 I would now have to use. In
addition, they said, I needed forms C,
SE, and 4265 so that I could indicate
expenses that just about wiped out my
meager free-lance earnings.
I went to the IRS office on 55 S.
Market SI. in San Jose where an

exhausted employee walked me through
the C. SE. and 4265 forms I would need.
Combining free-lance and salary on the
1040 invites disaster, said a pleasant
lady. Returns go first to Social Security
paid half by you and half by the
employer. The exceptions arc selfemployed and free- lance workers, from
whose checks no such funds have been
withheld.
Rather than send the forms on to the
IRS, Social Security returns them to you.
You must redo your income taxes, as I
did, or risk penalties for late payment.
However, free lancers can deduct
certain expenses independently of the
1040A, where itemized deductions from
your salary must equal or exceed the
standard deduction of S3,450.
Be sure to use the 1040 rather than the
1040EZ, and attach forms C, SE. and
4265.
And for next year a hit of advice: Buy a
house, learn about taxes, and call the IRS
before today.
Faye Wells is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SISU students, faculty and staff organizations at no
charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library
North Room 104, and at the
Information Center of the Student Union. (Letters to the editor
can also be submetted at the
Information Center.) The deadline is 10 a.m.
TODAY
MEChA: General body meeting, 6 p.m.,
Chicano Resource Center, call 288-6470.

TUESDAY
DISABLED STUDENT’S ASSOCIA
TION: Celebrates passage of the Amencans with Disabilities Act for the Disability
Awareness Day. Co -sponsored with
Associated Students, the celebration will
be held in the Student Union from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
ASSOCIATED STUDENT’S POLITICAL
AWARENESS COMMITTEE: Student
rally to protest proposed fee increase
and budget cuts will be held at noon.
Meet at the California State Building at
100 El Paseo De San Antonio. Call 2874596.
SOURISSEAU ACADEMY - ASIAN
AMERICAN STUDIES: Professor Ronald
Takaki will speak on the Making and
Meaning of Multicultural California at

noon in the Engineenng Auditorium Call
924-5500.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Summer Job Hunting Techniques
seminar in the Guadalupe Room of the
Student Union at 12:30 p.m. Call 9246033.
ASIAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS:
Anyone is welcome at 12:30 p.m. meeting in Wahlquist Librzry North room 113.
Call 279-3155.
AEROSPACE - AIAA: Meet for food
and fun at the BBO pits in front of the Student Union Recreation Center at 12:30
p.m. Call 947-8740.
ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Meeting in the S.U. Montalvo
Room from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. to plan for
April 20 picnic.
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
CLUB: Will hold its general meeting in
the S.U. AJmaden Room at 5 p.m.
THE IRA F. BRILLIANT CENTER FOR
BEETHOVEN STUDIES: Beethoven
recital by Peter Schreier at 8 p.m. in the
Concert Hall. Dr. William Meredith will
also speak on "Beethoven in Love’ at 7
p.m. Advance reservations recommended. Ticket price is $6 for students, $10
for staff and $15 for general. Call 9244590.
MONTEREY COUNTY CAMPUS: Informational meeting to explain degree and
credential opportunities available through
the Monterey County Campus will be held
at the MCC student lounge at 893 Blanco
Circle, Salinas from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m
Call 755-8600.

as part of Brown Bag Seminar Series at
11.30 a.m. Call 924-2707 or 924-2815.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM:
Issues of Autonomy for Elders and Corn
munity Resources for the care of Elders
will be held 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Spartan Memorial Chapel. Call 9245930.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Get
happy at the Brown Bag Lunch in the
S U. Pacheco Room from noon to 1:30
p.m. Topic: Happiness. Call 924-5939.
CHINESE ENGINEERING STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: Learn how robots are
designed and used at this technical seminar from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. Talk about robots
with Kevin Tsang at 279,9614.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM
BOARD: Caribbean superstars will be at
the Student Union Amphitheater at noon.
Free lunchtime event.
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION: Meet student teachers at
a BBO celebration noon to 2 p.m at the
BBO pit area by the Student Union
Recreation Center.
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Speakers
will discuss field study, Humanities 157
and co-op in the S.U. Almaden Room
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Call 356-9502.
AFRICAN LEADERS EDUCATING AND
RISING TOGETHER: Meet in the EOP
Tutorial Center Room 210 at 6 p.m. Call
924-2591.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM

YesterDaily
Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
? detained by
Three students were
University Police on suspicion of
vandalism after attempting to fly the
gay-pride rainbow flag on the
flagpole behind MacQuarrie Hall.

Today’s forecast
Partly cloudy skies with
highs in the 60s and lows
in the 40s.

Tuesday’s forecast
Partly cloudy skies with
highs in the 60s and lows
in the 40s.

The add/drop fee will not be used in
the fall semester during the TouchSJSU registration period.

- National Weather
Service

The schedule of Fall 1991 classes
will not go on sale until May 15.

with this coupon

WEDNESDAY

ASPB

CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER: Dr. Randall Jimenez will hold a
reading in the Wahlquist Library North
Room 307 from the ’Voices of Matatlan"

Discounts worth over
$20,000

BOARD: Wednesday night cinema is
-Edward Sossorhands." Movie plays at 6
pm and 9 p.m. at the S.U. Ballroom
ECONOMICS STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Dr. Greer will speak from 3 p.m. to
430 p.m. at the A.S. Council Chambers.
FRANCES GULLAND CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER: Annual Tike,A-Thon
will be held in front of the Student Union
in the Art Quad from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Call 270-7127.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Reentry support group meets Thursdays
noon to 1:30 p.m. at Counseling Services, Administration Building Room 201.
Call 924-5930.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study is held
from noon to 1 p.m. in the S.0 Montalvo
Room. Call 298-0204,
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Career opportunities for Southeast Asians will be talked about in the
S.U. Costanoan Room at 1:30 p.m.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation will be held in
the S.U. Almaden Room at 2 p.m.
FINANCIAL MANGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Careers in Commercial Real
Estate by Cunningham Association. Meet
in S.U. Guadalupe Room at 5 p.m. Call
924-8714.
CAMPUS LEFT: STUDENTS FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY: "Secret
Government’ video by Bill Moyers will be
shown in the S.U. Costanoan Room at
8:30 p.m. Call 287,4596.

conjunction with A.S. Political
Awareness Fund present:

in

109 E Santa Clara St
Between 3rd & 4th
next to Chevron
294-0345
Hours Mon Thur 10-10
Fri -Sat 10-Mid Sun Noon -9
Some Restrictions Apply
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Decide where your A.S.
dollar is being spent
At the Associated Students

OPEN FORUM

CARINA MOKIKENG (PAC)
SIVA MiplilY (ANC)

... Available to you
lit

UNCOVEIUNGIONTROVERSIAL
MEDIA COVERAGE OF 50t1111AFRICA

Discuss the A.S. 1991-92
Budget Totals

MONDAY, APRIL is, 1991
71,M, UMUNHUM ROOM
SJSU STUDENT BALLROOM

AO out what other student
discounts are available.
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At the A.S. Board Meeting
Wednesday April 17
3pm In the A.S. Council Chambers

FUNDED IV THE ASSOCLATFD STUDENTS
r

Access magazine
coming in May
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WEST VALLEY COLLEGE
HAS CLASS. ..FOR YOU!

This summer take fully transferable
General Education requirements- English,
Economics, History, Math and more...
Still only $5 per unit
Classes begin June 17
Four-week and six-week sessions
West Valley College has the highest
rate of transfers to California State
Universities among the Bay Area’s
21 community collz.,ges.

From now until May 30th save up to
$2,096.00 on MacintoshfiLC and
Macintosh IIsi computer bundles.*
Macintosh LC
Macintosh
LC

REGISTER NOW TO ASSURE A PLACE!
CALL 408/741-2062

Computer with 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 2 MB of RAM. keyboard.
12" RGB Monitor and Spartan Starter Kite

Academic Price $2060.00 SAVE $1107.00
Suggested ’<Mil

aai

I Price S1167.(m

WEST VALLEY COLLEGE SARATOGA, CALIFORNIA

Need a Mac at Midnight?

24 Hour
Mac Rentals
paper?
OFF MAC RENTAL

kinky’s.
MMM

MUM

FLASH!!!
We have recently significantly
reduced prices on the
SE 30 4/80 CPU
all Macintosh Ilci CPU’s
all Macintosh Ilfx CPU’s
and
Apple LaserWriter Printers

Academic Price $3670.00 SAVE $2096.00030
Suggested Retail Price S5766.(x)

These bundles are in stock!!! Pick yours up today.

I.

San Jose State University, Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 408/924-1809

(Across from McDonald’s) 295-4311
MEM

Academic Price $3154.00 SAVE $1812.00 sq.
Suggested Retail Price 54966.00

i
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the copy center

IMMM

AppleColor High Resolution RGB Monitor and Spartan Starter Ku .

Computer with 80 Megabyte Hard Drive and 5 MB of RAM, 13
\ ppleColor I ligh Resolution RGB monitor and Spartan Starter Ku ’

Valid from Mid-night to 6 a.m. $2 oft self-service Macintosh
computer time with this coupon. Does not apply to laser prints. One
coupon per customer. Not valid with any other otter and only at this
location. Expires 4/19/91.

S. Third St.

Macintosh
II Si

Macintosh Ilsi

Last minute term
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

MEM

Macintosh Ilsi
Computer %kith 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 3MB of RAM, 13’

MMM

.11.111.7.111.11.1.1PM.r.111.11.
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Insect museum dedicated
to professor of entomology
By Lorrie Voigt
Daily staff wnter

If it has three pairs of legs,
crawls or flies, and displays its
skeleton as the latest outerwear, it
can probably be found in Duncan
Hall’s J. Gordon Edwards Museum of Entomology.
A ceremony was held Monday
to dedicate the museum to Entomology Professor J. Gordon
Edwards, who has taught at SJSU
for 42 years as a mentor and inspiration to entomology majors and
has been instrumental in expanding the 50-year-old insect collection.
The museum is one of the oldest
biology collections on campus,
according to Entomology Professor Ronald Stecker. It was started
in the 1930s by SJSU’s first entomologist, Carl Duncan.
More than a half-million insects
from exotic spots such as Costa
Rica, Australia, Peru and Chilecan
be found in the museum/lab on the
second floor of Duncan Hall.
"It represents millions of miles
of effort," Stecker said.
Collection visitors can sec a
large spectrum of beetles ranging
in size from as small as the head of
the pin to over five inches in
length. Scarabs on display appear
as royalty of the beetle family,
dressed in iridescent greens and
burnt gold.
Of the nearly 600,0(X) insects

’Five-sixths of all species in the world are
insects. There’s always something new to
study.’
:ordon Edwards,
entomology professor
tucked in cabinets or kept in glass
cases, 120,000 of them make up
Edwards’s personal collection.
Stecker, who teaches general,
forensic and agricultural entomology classes, was a student under
Edwards’s instruction at SJSU and
was hired by him 26 years ago.
"He’s the reason we (entomolgy
majors) went on to get our Ph.
D.s," Sleeker said. "He’s just
about the kindest person in the
world; the type of person you’d
want to dedicate a museum to."
Dr. Edwards originally studied
birds, changed his mind to major
in botany (study of trees), but
finally settled on entomology
because of the diversity of the subjects.
"Five-sixths of all species in the
world are insects," Edwards said.
"There’s always something new to
study."
He began teaching at SJSU in
1949 and was a full-time instuctor
until his retirement in 1985. After
his retirement, Edwards continued
Leaching one semester a year and
traveled the other half of the year

on entomology expeditions. He
travels to Alaska every year, and
he and his wife recently covered
about 80,000 miles of Australia
while doing research.
Edwards has worked for both
Mt. Ranier National Park in Washington and Glacier National Park
in Montana; he spent 10 summers
as a ranger naturalist and another
20 as a park biologist. His work
has provided him with years of
hiking experience, allowing him to
write a book "Climbers Guide to
Glacier National Park," he said.
Although officially retired,
Edwards is currently teaching an
intergrated pest management
course on a voluntary basis. In the
past, the biology department
would use extra money to pay
retired instructors, but the dollars
are no longer there. As Edwards
explained, working without pay at
a job he loves doesn’t bother him
at all. He said he would be bored
without the work.
"It’s fun. When I was teaching,
I kept forgetting I was getting paid.
It’s a pleasure," he said.

BUDGET
From page I
"We were trying to micromanage the situation," he said.
Senior English major Ted
Comerford said the board
shows a great deal of attention
to detail.
"They’re extremely businesslike thorough, exact and professional," he said.
Fleischman said they have
"almost an over-fascination
with detail."
The open forum this Wednesday will be held at the beginning of the A.S. meeting, right
after the initial business, Whit-

Space shuttle delivers satellite
ASSOCIATED PRESS

It’s four years late, but a $40
million commercial communications satellite has finally made its
way into orbit.
It was carried into space Friday
by an unmanned Delta rocket
launched from the U.S. Air Force
station at Cape Canaveral, Fla.
The satellite was supposed to
ride aboard the space shuttle in
January 1987. But that plan was
scrapped following the 1986
"Challenger" accident, when commercial cargo was banned from the
shuttle.
The satellite, owned by GTE
Spacenct, is for data transmission
by bankers, retailers and news
organizations.
One of the GTE Spacenct satellites was carried up by the shuttle

Moffett, Ord among 43 bases slated for closure
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Anticipating a 25 percent reduction in the military by 1995. Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney says the Pentagon is making a sincere effort to
CUL COM,
He announced plans to close 43
major and minor United States
military facilities and realignment
of more than two dozen others
across the country, adding that
keeping the bases open would
result in an undertrained and

underpaid military.
"Smaller forces need fewer
bases. It’s as simple as that,"
Cheney was quoted as saying.
Cheney’s list goes to the base
closing commission. The commission can make changes if it wants
before forwarding the list to the president. Congress gets the final say.
California bases may be the hardeat hit state, possibly losing 11 bases.
Topping the list locally are Moffeu Field Naval Air Station in Sun-

nyvalc and the Army’s Fort Ord in
Monterey. Another local base
thought to be in danger, Alameda
Naval Air Station, was not put on
Cheney’s list and will remain open.
At Moffett, the NASA -Ames
Research Center may be asked to
run the airfield to keep the base
open. The NASA center spends
$600 million per year and occupies
422 acres. It depends on airstrips
to conduct experiments and train
ing. If the cut happens, about 4,00(

"When I was
7years old,
I wanted to
work here."

PROTEST

ney said. He predicted the
forum will begin about 3:15
p.m. "I can’t predict who or
how many come there may
but it’s our job to
be no one
get the word out," Whitney
said.
Director of Business Affairs
Magdalena Aldana said she is
happy with the way the budget
turned out. "The (budget)
comittee felt that it was very
fair and a good budget to present," she said.
The board may vote on the
budget either after Wednesday’s
upcoming meeting or the following meeting April 24, Director of Personnel Nicole Launder
said.

civilian and military personnel
would be affected.
Fort Ord’s backers reacted to the
possible cut, saying the economical closure by the Pentagon could
not be justified. The base houses
more than 20,000 military and
civilian personnel and has a payroll of $610 million annually.
About half of that number, personnel in the 7th Light Infantry Division, would be transferred to Fort
Lewis in Washington.

"Discovery" in 1985. Eight others
were launched on the European
Space Agency’s Ariane boosters.

From page I
It is important for students to get
involved this semester, she said,
before the state legislature decides
the budget.
Resler wants to send a message
to the legislators that will turn in
their final budget by June 30 that
"students are uniting, are concerned and are not going to just sit
down and let this happen."
This is a case that one voice can
make a difference, she said.
Already 2,000 flyers have been
handed out and several students
from the residence halls and the
Vietnamese Student Association
are supporting her protest, she
added.
Resler also got the Associated
Students Political Awareness Committee to support her by paying for
the flyers.
"Shc deserves all of the credit,"
said Blair Whitney, A.S. director of
community affairs.

GRE Strategy Lecture
FREE!

FREE!

by the founder ol

fiw lie Public
David M. White

Thursday, April 18, 7-9
Room L21

PM

Foothill College. 12345 El Monte Road. Los Altos Hills
(4151521, ’1435 lin [nom information.

Di5eag4Jlf PAoto St,
DARKROOM SPECIALISTS

WE LOWERED OUR PRICES!
POLARIOD 55.
was S43.29 now S39 60

POLAROID 64T
now at a lower price

One Block South of Duncan Hall !
451 SOUTH FOURTH STREET, SAN JOSE (408) 275-9649
M-F 9-5:30 SAT 10-2

DISABILITY
AWARENESS
DAY

CELEBRATING
THE PASSAGE
OF THE
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TUESDAY,
APRIL 16, 1991

s

10 - 4 PM

Debbie Perry K.N
ABU Class of ?ti,

STUDENT UNION

EVENTS INCLUDI

Nursing Students
An Invitation to
El Camino Hospital
Wednesday, April 17,
from 4 - 6 pm
All Nursing Students Welcome
Special Giveaways
Take it from Debbie Perry. San Jose State
University is giving you the high-quality
education you need to join a top facility
like El Camino Hospital. And now you can
learn more about the new graduate nursing program at this nationally recognized
facility during a special invitational event.
You’ll meet talented preceptors and staff
development instructors who are here to
make your transition Into a clinical setting
a truly comfortable and enjoyable experience. They are the focal point behind our

special 8-week orientation program. You’ll
attend classes together. You’ll work together. And after the program is complete.
staff development instructors will continue
to help you gain confidence through
hands-on assistance, continuing education
units and self-instruction modules. It’s all
part of the El Camino commitment to new
graduates.

Axis
DANCE FOR THE DISABLED,
A DANCE MOVEMENT AND
SELF-DEFENSE WORKSHOP

Join us and you’ll even have a chance to
win some great prizes. We’ll be holding a
special raffle and all attendees are eligible.
Giveaways include 4 high-quality stethoscopes. a cordless pholie and a color TV

GRASPP
EDUCATING CHIl OPEN ABOU
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F3 Camino has year-round openings In a
variety of nursing specialities. So as you
make plans for the future, plan to be at
El Camino Hospital on Wednesday, April
17, from 4-6 pin in the Cafeteria. To R.S.V.P.
or find out more about FJ Camino Hospital.
call (415)940-7222 and ask for Molly. We
are an Equal Opportunity Employer,
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ROWCYCLE,
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Responsible Drinkers
Need to be Rewarded
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Delta Upsilon won the championship for the
second consecutive year by defeating Alpha
Tan Omega 1-0 in overtime last week in the
ltiterfraternity Council tournament. Above,

Mike Anderson of AT() fraternity squeezes
between Louis Zamore (left) and Diego Wasmosy of DU. Right, Alex Ontivares of DU
defends the ball against Maurico Palicio.

CARS ON DISPLAY
FREE ALTERNATIVE BEVERAGES
INSURANCE REPRESENTATIVES

FREE RAFFLE TICKETS
PROMOTIONAL PRIZES
PASSES AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

Wed. April 17 and Thurs. April 18
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
ART QUAD
These organizations will be on campus
to promote drinking responsibly:

Going
for
threepeat

CALI5TOUA

ACAPULCO

PREMIUM BEVERAGE CO., INC.
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An IBM PS/2 can help you
with a double major.

Photos by
George Ortiz

Work and college.
College Expenses Throwing
You Off Balance?
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n IBM MIKISe. color dinplas and tools
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with your needs at work and in coffer.
As a student. you are eligible for a ’penal
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an, also mailable with the IBM P5/2 Loan for
Learning. ,1nd on a different note. you ran get
the Roland’ /esktop Musk.
System at a special price.
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worth looking into. Whether
bit %oak or for college.
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a Illegal’ help.

Q: What can $41.79/month* buy?

A:
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complete with an...

Give yourself some credit with
a Student Loan from

177
Marine Midland Bank’s
Educational Funding Services Inc.

Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for
Windows and more!

IBM Mouse
30 MB Fixed Disk
VGA Color Monitor

Come see how easy the IBM I.oan for I.earning can help you get a PS/2 of
your own. Stop by the Spartan Bookstore to see the IBM PS/2 or call your E =1
S1S11 Student Representative: Arthur at 452-4931 ext. 1102.
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The shoe
doesn’t
fit
By Brian ( ;old
On the race track Bill Shoemaker always had a great sense of
direction.
But in Shoe’s prime, he was the
one to watch. People would bet on
him, even if he was riding a weak
horse. He had that ability.
With over 40,000 mounts to his
credit, he won 8,833 races. His
mounts earned a record
$123,375,524.1n 41 years of racing, he made betting fans happy.
Shoemaker became a trainer
after hanging up the racing saddle.
He has helped guide 21 of 57 horses into the money.
Students to the sport of horse
racing used Shoe as the example.
But last Monday, Shoemaker
nearly lost his biggest race, his
life. In his 1990 Ford Bronco II,
the 59-year-old Shoemaker drove
over the side of State Route 30 and
rode down a 50-foot embankment.
He was listed in critical condition with "paralysis of his extremities" at Inter-Community Medical
Center. His condition was later
upgraded to serious and he was

transferred to Centinela Hospital
Medical Center in Inglewood, a
few blocks away from Hollywood
Park where Shoe did a majority of
his riding.
But now, Shoe may ride in jail.
The California Highway Patrol
issued a warrant for his arrest. Officers believe that he was driving
under the influence of alcohol.
"There was an odor of alcohol
on his person," said CHP officer
Joe Flores.
Shoemaker, one inch under 5feet, had "a couple beers" about
two hours before he crashed,
according to a friend.
He was playing golf with Don
Pierce, a former jockey, who like
Shoemaker, had become a trainer.
Shoe was not known as a big
drinker. He occasionally had a few
drinks.
"I’ve seen him drink a lot more
and drive," Pierce said.
Shoemaker weighed less than
100 pounds when he was riding
competitively. The CHP said that he
had a blood-alcohol content of 0.13
percent, well above the legal limit
of 0.08. Actual results will not be
available for another week or so.
In any case, the current result
has raised some eyebrows.
The type of injury and how it
happened have produced various
statements from his former peers.
"Paralysis is my biggest fear,
not being able to do what I want to
do," said jockey Laffit Pincay at

Spartan sports week
Ti7iS week in sports for SJSU
Day

5_12.4.q

Opponent

Time.

Mon
Tue

Men’s Tennis
Women’s Tennis
Baseball
San Jose Giants
Softball
Women’s Tennis
Men’s Tennis
San Jose Giants
Softball
San Jose Giants
J u (10
Football
San Jose Giants
Men’s Golf
Judo
Men’s Volleyball
Softball
Men’s Golf
Baseball
San Jose Giants
Men’s Volleyball
Men’s Golf
Softball
Judo
Baseball
San Jose Giants

University of Utah
Sonoma State
Hayward State
High Desert
Sacramento State
Univ. San Francisco
Pacific
High Desert
New Mexico State
High Desert
Sr. Nationals
Scrimmage
Stockton
Stanford
Sr. Nationals
Championships
Pacific
Stanford
Fresno State
Stockton
Championships
Stanford
Hawaii
Sr. Nationals
Fresno State
Stockton (DH)

1:30
1:30
2:30
7:15
6:00
2:00
2:00
7:15
6:00
7:15
All Day
5:00
7:15
All Day
All Day
7:30
1:00
All Day
11:00
6:30
7:30
All Day
11:00
All Day
1:00
S:00

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

Santa Anita race track in Arcadia,
another place where Shoe gained
notoriety.
Said jockey Chris McCarron, "he
was a stalwart, as far as a rider is
concerned, all these years. He’s our
exemplary leader. He was a good
buddy. I’ll miss him at the track as
well as playing golf with him."
"He’s tough," said fellow trainer

Spartan Daily

Charles Winningham. "He may be
little, but he’s very tough."
That toughness does not dispel
the fact that Shoe drove off the road.
He rode 1,200-pound animals,
the kind that have minds of their
own and could do something wild
without a second’s notice.
Yet, he suffered his biggest spill
in his own car, where he was

Bill Shoemaker may return as a
trainer. The injury he sustained
may be temporary. But this accident will change the way people
view horse racing the next time
they are at the track.
I’d bet on that.
Bryan Gold is the Spartan Daily
Managing Editor/Editorial, His
column appears every Monday.

allegedly out of control.
The Sport of Kings continually
draws bigger attendance than professional football, baseball or basketball. People love the ponies.
However, Shoemaker’s accident
may not have only injured the
greatest jockey of all-time, it may
have also damaged the belief that
"little things mean a lot."

Hornets sting Spartans’ tennis team
By Precy Correos
Daily staff writer.
The winds changed the wiruung
course for SJSU’s women’s tennis
team on Thursday when Sacramento State swept the Spartans 9-0.
SJSU was coming off back-toback victories over Santa Clara
and St. Mary’s.
At the South Campus Courts,
Sacramento breezed through the
singles matches, highlighted by
Melanie Wolters 6-1, 6-1 victory
against SJSU’s Lyn Cadigal.
"She was really tough," Wolters

HORNETS 9
SPARTANS 0
HIGHLIGHT: Hornet Melaine
Wolters netted a 6-1, 6-1 victory
over Lyn Cadigal.
said of her opponent. "She gave
me a tough match but I was more
aggressive and I started coming in
more and closing out the points."
"I don’t think I played that bad,"
said Cadigal. "She’s a good player.
She angled the ball and I basically
gave it back to her most of the
time. It wasn’t my day."
Like a tumbleweed, the Spartans rolled with the gust of defeat.
Michelle Van Dyke defeated Julie
Williams 6-3, 6-2, Kelley Corcich
beat Patty Cornelius 6-4, 6-1,
Kristy Karau topped for Cadigal
6-1, 6-3, Lelisa Wolters defeated
Tisha Hiraishi 6-3, 7-6, 7-2 and
Kary Brown edged out Leslie Ruiz
Jeari11141 611067,471.741
Daily stair pho!’pgrapho
7-6, 6-2.
The victory ranks Sacramento SJSU’s No. 5 seed Tisha Hiraishi lobs a backhand Wolters won the match 6-3, 7-6, 7-2 to help Sacraseventh in Division II according to return in her match against Lel isa Wolters. mento State capture a 9-0 sweep of the Spartans.
The tearn "hadn’t played in weather. If we make it to the
head coach Rich Andrews, who
The next scheduled match for
was pleased with the way his team three weeks," Andrews said, nationals we’ve accomplished
the Spartans is against Sonoma
"because of spring break and the what we wanted this season."
played.
State on Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
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"MUSCLES OF THE UNIVERSE"

Baseball at Municipal Stadium, Men’s and
Women’s tennis at South Campus Courts (except
Monday at AVAC), Softball at P.A.L. Stadium,
Football at Spartan Stadium

SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1991
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY EVENT (ENTER
7th 6 SAN CARLOS STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

141.11

$20,000 PRIZE

11.1.111n

BACK TO ME SUN!
Come back to the sun lust in time to achieve the best tan ever herr,"
summer’ Join the [secular Sun Club and enicry the tinest tanning
pampering by our sun care prolessionals, and access to a wide andy
sunxeat and sun care products’ We’ll show you how to achiem a rich
healthy glow, and best of all, how to keep it as long as possible And, for t
limited lime only, the one time enrollment lee of $99 has been reduced ti
lust $4950, (But hurry’ Only a limited number of Executart Sun Club
memberships are available’)
11:112:2Ci.1p

_
? Uniimited tanning
O Sun

EXECUTOR
LOS GAMS

391SUNN

CUPERTiNo

9% SOHN

Shone, Discounts

50,1 On Enrollment tee
II Tour Destinations

SAN JOST

447 SUNN

SARATOGA

379 SUNN

TIMES:
PREJUDGING
00 PM
FINALS: 7:30 PM
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ADMISSION
PREJUDGING: $20
with Student I.D. $15
FINALS. Reserved Seats $50, $40, $30
General Admission $70, Students $15
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Check Out

CenterStage
Every Thursday!

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL SERVICES

NEWT Pass laws lo slop air poi.
lotion water pollution and pest,
ide
poisoning
Som..,
&
summer lobs Career opportunities Earn IS learn about the issues cell DANA 14151323-5364

STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’
Save your teeth eyes
and money too
Cleanings amd offit
vials Cl no charge
or brochure see
AS Office or call

Apply Monday Fr ider
840,10 S pm

1 800-65S 3225

13916 $5 00.11
HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER,
Jet there nytime vrith AIRMITCH
for $259 from the Well Coast
S’40 from the Easi Coast. ,Re
potted In wy TImes
Let
Go.,
AIRMITCM

Call??? 864 1000

OVER 30011 LION DOLL ABS in schol
and financial aid Free
copy of 10 Ways to Stretch yout
Cell I
Scholarship Chances‘
800 659 3477 gam Spre Monday
through Friday

FOODSERVERS WANTED fOr lunch
shifts Rusty Scupper Restait.n1
1235 Oelimead Piney Sunnyvale

Full benefits
Credd Union

DONT BUY BEER. Make your own.
Complete !name... I 900-126

Medical Insurance
VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS

14081177,9793
between San Tomas Oltott
COMMERCIAL
ARTISTS WANTED
For Stockton adverttang agency
Both entry and semor level posi
Irons available Full in. immali
ate opening Applicant must have
knowledge or advertrang design
ing ado logos and sales pieces
computer desigrung and typeset
nng and all ph.. trf mechanicel
art Previous work ....co
preferred bur 001 ...ray Students who will greduale Sarong
91 are welcome to apply lerol

Send
S5 95
back
it heck mor to JM Sea Produc
Irons 130. 36178 Dept M Sae
Jose 051510’ cell 408 766 3746

cows of work and your resume
must he artmotted to

TAKE A BREAK on your ere.’ Come

Ms Donna Yee Art Dna.’
KEN FONG ADVERTISING INC
178 W Adams Street

us the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION for our testi

Stockton CA 95204 5318
Ph 200466-030*

mons mearngs on Wednesdays
at noon in the Mornay Room
Student Unron For more informs

COURSE! OR DIRECT C.a.
Staff needed at local
resident.’ lacildies
for young adulls &

Iron call Karen .1 241 4409

AUTO INNOVATIONS
Cornea.. .ice. III,

DIRECT
COUNSELOR
CARE
STAFF to work wIth D D and Au
hie
tIshr t hildren Part limo

more For price quotes
call Orlando 9706777
(pawl Sieve al 437

time Great empanel. for Psych
and Social Work students’ Call
377 5412 or 377 1404

0746 925 0810 longer
SJSU Student
SEIZED CARS trucks boats 4 wheel
ert motothornes by FBI IRS
DEA Available your area now
Call 1 805-612-1555 ell C 1755

ARE LOOKING for any NI WOE
who moats Wit Apple Met
pannier.. In,
products in

rocoos,
Quo.
Thomas a 924 ISO?
WE

pn

Call

ARE 10061840 tor any M WOE
who makes sells Apple Mac prod
uc Is in participation for Ounte
F1300051 en Call Thomas at
924 1807

FOR SALE

Four were bedroom
Chot Ot drrater

$195
14151745 0900
pro es"
We will heal soy.

rier,

24

EVENT PRODUCTION ARTIST
NEEDED tor Northern Califon,.
Gay Resorts and Nightclub Re
sponsibIllties to Include graphic
production tor advertising and
signs set and prop design and
toner..ott and coordinanon of
Pelemaker
necessary Salt dr.an person a
musl Seery tangent S /00 7000
per month for May thru Septere
even.

bet depending on anilines Send

REDS’ MATTRESS SETS New Twin
I145 Full $03 Queen $I49 King
1188 You get both pieces flunk
bed. daybeds chealbeels 199 &
nitesiand
Op Dresser mirror
headtmerd

415 539-5662

hour

COMPUTERS
WE

EARN $3410 W. ASSEMBLING products at home. Easy’ No boss’ Set
your own hours’ Free recorded
roes.. info

GREEK

worli hrstory and persona dw
se riploon 10 Production 11011.1
The Woody Pies. PO bom 1690
Querns.l, CA 95446

Ion. Alpha Phi

clubs Openings avalebh May 1 Ir
20 ihru %Wernher 3 !reining
no ...front* net
provided
essary Good employment history
and references must Posolions
Manenders Setbacks
housekeepers frotrl desk day
dener
realnlenance
security
’reams., and staff) line rooks

CHI 0 0007 UCK In
I. two roen volleyball
toronamen1 L ore Alpha Phi

dighwashers food se
and
huopeople For Ion and PM.0
h. summer ’oh send work his
fury personal dee p.m
and

HELP WANTED

poemos desired lo Employer..
The Woods end Fifes Bosons PO

A( TIVIST

JOBS

for

Ihe

ENVIRON

CREATIVE energetic
person to organize promote and
execute
social
evenis
and
leagues Pan tone fle hours Call

hour

set around your
school schedule’ Starling pay
rale It? 25’ Earn 6135 for alp ht
Work week 0725 for 10 hrs 2450
lot 400?. No xperosnce
re

STUDENTS. SCHOOL AND CAREER,
It s easy wflh Discovery Toys I II
help you succeed For info packet
call 738-6271
SLIMMER
NSIIIP

MANAGEMENT
INTER
infer... now taking
place Gem veluable e.p mane.
tog team of employees custom
or and suppliers Successful ap
oilcan’s will undergo extensive
Owning Average summer earn
ing range $e 115 000 Student
Painter

1 800 4764441 .1 277

TEACHERS SUBSTITUTES’,
Small World Schools is hiring
teachers for our pre school
school age and Intent
programs Wit need full rime

Box 1620 GuerneviIN CA 95446

Erosible hours evailehle
for lull to. wt...
Early morrung shift.

Part lirme work
poss..If in Iha fall
may he
few bloc6, from
Prom offIces
campus rewystronists r memo
rm. ale with navel agents yre MI*
%Mons evens..

phone lo develop promote and
sell t riatornitell !ravel nine..
Successful *pelican’s will have

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO’ U S
Hawaii Mexico, Mate your yaw
tInn plans early for best prices
and low eirlares Cell Arlene al

ALL ARRANGED’ Aft ordbie
empenencad prOtelotionel typo.,

TYPING

gets the best grade
Good spelling end grammar
also help lel this
English teacher assist
yOU In improving your

Campbell

Available by app.
Laser Prrnter

LEARN TO FLY"
lor Onset. COnuntecial

Call Anna 9774992

CALL EDP SERVICES’
Repon term papers resumes
letter & more POSTSCRIPT L

1ST

Confrdential your very own
probe or disposable Cal 247
7466 335 5 Baywood Ave Son

Close to campus
EVEL N 2700014

preparation All topes
Qualifier, wore’s Resumes
EddIng cedernrc professional
miring Reasonable
Annotated hibl.graphres

Jo.

SERVICES

Berkeley

ATTORNEYS
Miury Accident Spate

50?. DISCOUNT

do Il of the work and
you vefil end up ,trutncr
ally far stronger and
sahr 050 1? you try

A

TYPING IS BACK & better than
ever’ Great row ’Ws & pro Qualify pock up
dellvery availeble
270-4316 leave moss..

CALL LINDA TODAY tot emperrenced
protessmnel word proceserng
Theses term papers group pro

680
McKee To reserve your
lime call PJ at 913-2309

pacts
AP

etc All formers includIng
rock return
Transcrrption

senor.
evadable
Airneclen
Branhen, area Call 264 4504

Fast tioneround
Near campus
Ileesonebla

Nair Today Gone Tomorrow
821 E Campbell Ave 17

to settle your own case
Many years of sperlence

SERVICE TYPING
word processong clean., pub
liening graphic design A layOot

term papers thine, nos, grad
ante Were Near teenage 2246395 Fast turnaround Saris,ar
lion guaranteed
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
iginii Jo..
neat to
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
SI 50-12 page
Macintosh law prrnt
Notes papers tellers
flyers resumes etc Free eading
Dohrmann Business Center
325S 1st St lat Fl 783.0700

Suter,. 446 5654

Morgan Hill are.
Cali CATHY at 408 775 7175
WORD PRO( ESSING 1 TB OUAL IT Y
PRINTING PHOTOCOPIES
MORE’
Pepe. Resumes

Super. Sat

Free Phot.ol. 125 pages mo.,
CECILIA
408 223-8101
WI proc 12 25 pg SI hr
le..
So SJ anee
lel TIME CUSTOMERS 70‘k LESS’
12 clove.* 20 years mss r

Daily Classifieds
They work

CAN YOU TYPE THIS, Scow Desk OF
publishing
lewd processing

Cali WENDY

MEMO MO=

MEI MIN ME NMI MEI NMI 11

?

PRINT YOUR Al) HERE [Count approximately 32 letter% and cpaces for each line

I

One
Day

]1:0

PROFESSIONAL

TYPING WORD PROCESSING
5.0 vice
Reasonable nines

New Glen Area

ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE
TYPIST AVAILABLE

Fop 6-15-91
Call Trish W14081379-1500

...es wherever Science &
English paper our specie.
FREE spend... sips.
Low cool WM. graphics
Call Paul Virginia 251 -0449

4011795-7438

E clang ...lance given
sp grammar sentence structure
Use Word thole.
OWL awe II

Pickup ever

frouP V.I.,* wet
r.P.rte
corns PA ..pd Accurate small
laser output 12 15 double-spaced
peg. 7 min horn campus near

on all perms.. c wham
Enhance you, neural beauty
EYE LINER EYEBROWS
LIPS CHEEKS
SMALL SCARS 151. ENDED

Isla Whether insured or
nol we can hap 11 000
hve been hurl We will

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORDProcessors ’ample
with A PA Turanan romats
for repons paper. theses

TYPING I& Solace. 10 yrs lege wip
all 1.011, near De An. & Va.",

Resumes Cove, 1. etter
AP Turatnan Mt A formats

ACADEMIC S PROFESSIONAL Desk
Top Publishrng & Word Processing pope. thesis resumes

1415441 5038

Call DEBBY S.
226.7837 Laser veiny

G P A Foreign students
welcome Call BARBARA
et WRITE TYPE

ASK for MARSHA 266-9440
Gr. Theses 71/fln Papers

SERJET Alford.. *Emirate &
last’ Spell Gram check available

WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES
Paper ’hes,* developmeni

gulch return

NETL 0 TYPED PAPER

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’

reviews

3146

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC, Unwanted
herr removed forever SPECIAL

Al 85 WPM I we Make
you, paws look ARK their best
Any format Call

AAIri" Too many reports
and not enough 1ime7
LET ME DO THE TYPING’
Resumes term papers theses
etc Grad & unaergrect

and all aircraft
Chock outs Special Introductory
frig. from SJC to Ins only $30
For more Info call Jim at 723-

PERSONALS

dependable sem...

Susant4061947-6 ’57 S. Jo.

Eirectrolysrs by Patricia RE
14081371 0488
1645 S Bee., Ave

SI
Mont

first .rved basis S7505800 per mo 1-4 adults sludenls
Call manager 51 263-0157

Ptinctuation onm1, :1, one leiter I

1 A [1[][][][][][][][n][N][][1HHHHHHHH[l[][11 11 11 11 11 11 11 1
I I
r, HERJHOHL1[111[1[1[1HUHLJHERML1HUTII II 11 11 11 11 11 11 1
I ii. [1[1[MIIHMHHHERME1HLMIHHER1Cll II II 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 1
HOOD[R][][][][][][1[][1[1[][RMHH[11- ][1[]1 11 11 H 11 II II 1
I
Please check /
. C AD RATES, miNisiuM 3 UNES ON ONE DAY Name
Li
A

IS
S

16 30a01 9 30.11varlah.
Call 257 7326 Sim units
E C f or education reg..
TRAVEL SAL ES RESERVATIONIST
Wholesale four operalor special
ming In upscale too. to Has.
has were lull lime summer po

CHECK punctuation g am a
assisiance All wort queen..
Call PAM 747 2681 lamepe, tor
worry free prolesstonei

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
for students 4 faculty

coma

PDP SYSTEMS HAS JOB Openings in
Pugh Wei computer industry E
collant emperienc and flessible

Jei there anytime ran, AIRHITCH
lot $269 from the Well C.st
5160 from the Easl Coast’ IR.
ported in NY Time. & Let. Gal
AIRMITCH Call 212-864-2000

GET READY FOR SUMMER"
Permanent Hair Removal

mg cable TV eyed clean & quiet
remodeled Garage avail on first

letters theses laserponter
etc All formers plus A PA SPEL

408 997 3647

ineuranCe needs

Veen at 479-9162

140111977 31561 or Los Galos14081
534 1070 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’

nours F T and P T sale. reps Cell
14011.4 0301 se SOO F T &PT
ship receiving clerks call sten
soon 400

end NON-SMOKERS Cali
us tor ail of your

2 BOOM 2 bath spartenent Walk or
ride bike To school 780 S 11th SI
Laundry fa 1111100 .curIty bur.

Valerie at 292 1141

Work

discounts 101 0000
DRIVERS GOOD STUDENTS

LARGE SUNNY ROOM W BATH full
house privileges Near harbor and
vrelirrng distance lo Hwy 17 emp
Cop 6100 a leo incl utililies Cell

PARE TIME’ INTERNATIONAL RETAIL
CHAIN IItl business sInc 18881
has 200 full and parl lIme poll
nons in retail sales and customer
servic
Temporary and pennta
nem positions with flexible hours

tor compreni. rala
We give subalannal

North

G11

CA 95055
OOKING FOR

Tahoe

HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER,

3 lines

Two
Days

1.5 0 06Si 00

Three
Days

Four
Days

$6 70 $740

your classification

Floe
Days

Address

I

F
I

Ines

$6 00 $670

$7 40 $8 10

$880

$700 $740

$810

$8 53

$960

6 lines

$800 $870

$940 $10 10 $1080

Phone

_ Greek
Help Wanted

_Housing

Each adclextoal line $t CO
Fach ad.:Atonal day

00

SEMESETER RATES, All

I

E
I D

Zip

City/State

5 lines

4

Announcement!
_ _Automotive
Computers
For Sale

$800

and pert M. career.,
X CI TING SUMMER JOBS et Northern
Resorts Nrght
Caltfornia
Gay

available

ATO 4 PHI DEL TS lope log
forward to winning It all

569510 A & M Publications
P0 BON 3728 Santa Clara

RENT

Shone Sleeps 10 Fn... 000
wash dry kitchen Ski aaaaa lake
close by Weekly or daily We.
Phone 14081303-4138 and ask for

gooed training provided Pad In

avail Sr.,, Se. 75 hour
C811140111448 3953

allot your auto needs
Wheels lire. & much

Learn how lo brain exciting
ne0 careers with CL TONED
cruiselines and other ’,apical
resorts la Our orlon...
guide show you how Send

FOR

CONDO

00

ternships
scholarship.
awarded & earn 74 cued. on
our fully a.... work mpar
ence prod.’, Can stay on full
time dun. your Spring break
and during your Summer bre.k
For rot orrnatron Call San Jose

adolescent. er aulree
&
es FT PT posrlions

AUTOMOTIVE

245,2911 Apply M -F 2 30

el 2924096
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Terre papers
reports group papers resumes

ship sobs Call 145 7-20653F 1661

squeeze on your budgel
due to riain y insurance
costs cell HOWARD BACA
Farmers Ins at 879-9261

HOUSING

ACME TYPING & WORDPROCESSMIG
Close to campus Fast
turnaround Cali TOM

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK
SUMMER TRAVEL FREE
Al? tourrers needed and cruise

DON T GET CAUGHT
DRIVING UNINSURED’
If you are lecling

San Joars CA 95.3

al 947 7873

TRAVEL

vlsas 244-3392

Class. Hawaii
1 No First St 3rd Fi001

JOBS IN PARADISE

3717 Sc. Blvd
Stir. Clete Ca

RENTERS NOTE1" Do you want the
iendlord to keep your falconry de
pond or do you suml it back, 101
tips on how to gel your security
deposit

end shifts
Reinevationists
receive
pad
’mining and base salary plus in
centivai Apply in per son at

$5000 more’
This program work.. No
investment needed Call
1 800-932.05213 Eel 50

57 SAht to sleet
WEEKLY PAY
FoOl lime or pan irtne

Campbell Ca 95008

Consultation Accident
Law Center 2156 The
Alameda San Jose 244-3340
IMMIGRATION LAW CENTER
Employment or student

Kurnool., or typing skills
eFlearbely to aro,6 some week

511300 01 iusl one *eel.
Earn up to
5,000 for your
campus organMation
Plus thence at

ALL SHIFTS AVAIL ABLE
No ...once necessary

There Is no charge tor

e Plee.nt telephone voice
* Sales & customer savrce

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

ISSUES

5 9 Imes $70 00 10 14 lines S90 00
15 191ines $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149

TO

Classified desk located nside Wahlodisl bbary North 102

Lost and Found
_ Personal
Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

Deadline Two days before publication Consecutive publications dales only No refunds on cencelled ads
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11111111
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JEWISH

We’re jammin’

From page I
crammed into the Warsaw ghettos
who briefly succeeded in fighting
German soldiers before the rebellion was eventually crushed.
Their valor and spirit of survival
11, was the
on that day April
beginning of an annual day of
memory and respect among Jewish people around the world, Earley said.
In Israel, at 8 a.m. on April 11,
sirens blared for two minutes while
the entire country stood still at
attention to honor those who died
in the death camps.
"We grow up with this, it’s part
of our mindset," said Friedman, an

Israeli native.
Recently, Iraqi Scud missile
attacks upon Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem has heightened the fears
of the Jews again.
"Once again the Jewish people
are threatened with gas," said
Devorah Lackner, a senior in natural science.
Despite the horror of their history, many Jews try to keep an attitude of hopefulness toward other
people who have been or are being
threatened with genocidal violence.
Marla Channon, a library science masters student summed up,
"The more people who are aware
of (the Holocaust) the better
chance we have of preventing it
from happening again."

Beatings result in police firings

George Ortiz -- Daily staff photographer

Madylon Rose Blues Band members Mike Robles, Doc Ferreira and Madylon Rose played in
the Student Union Amphitheater on Friday.

The noon concert was sponsored by Supro Presents. The Madylon Rose Blues Band can be
heard at The Hard Disk Saloon in Sunnyvale.

Tribe asks for U.S.-Canada pollution control
COULEE DAM, WASH. (AP)
The chemicals come from the smelter has accidentally released
An Indian tribe wants a com- CeIgar Pulp Co. Mill in Castlegar, tons of acid into the river.
mission that settles U.S.-Canadian British Columbia, about 30 miles
"To me, it’s a question of
disputes called in to stop British north of the border. The Corninco national sovereignty," Passmore
Columbia Industries from pollut- Ltd. Smelter and Fertilizer Plant at said. "You have one country poling Washington Waters.
Nearby Trail, British Columbia, luting another, so it has governThe international joint commis- also discharges into the Columbia ment involvement."
sion could put some teeth into River.
Art Johnson, a water quality
attempts to curtail toxic discharges
Cominco spilled six cubic investigator for the State Departinto the Columbia River, said Gary meters of heavy metal sludge into ment of Ecology said the state has
Passmore, spokesman for the the river last week, the Washington asked congress for $1 million to
Colville Confederated Tribes in Department of Ecology said. monitor industrial plant disNortheastern Washington.
Twice in the last two months the charges.
"They customarily deal with
these type of issues. I think it’s the
only thing that will put a time line
on this. Otherwise, it’s the same
old thing," Passmore said.
A short walk could save you lots of money
The Washington Health DepartDiscount Fairs Available with S.J.S.U. I.D.
ment on Thursday issued a warning to people who eat fish from
,40
Lake Roosevelt behind Grand
Coulee Darn. On the Columbia
Land -Air-Sea
River. Fish taken from the lake
were contaminated with dioxin
82 S. Almaden Ave. IIMole
and furans which have been linked
San Jose, Ca. 95113
to cancer and birth defects.
Next to Greyhound Bus Depot
(408) 294-5000

PLANNING A TRIP?
C-MOR TRAVEL

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Four former police officers have
been convicted in what a California prosecutor calls a campaign of
brutality.
The former members of the
Oakland Housing Authority Drug
Task Force
including two
undercover officers
were convicted of beatings, theft and violating the civil rights of a dozen peo-

pie in the housing project.
Two other defendants have
pleaded guilty and two more are
awaiting trial. One defendant faces
more than 60 years in prison and
fines in excess of $1.5 million.

RECORDS
From page!
and is needed in order to make an
admission determination.
"I won’t be sending those
notices. I would send one notice,
upfront, and then expect the student to get that information in on
their own without a reminder,"
Chambers said.
There will be no purchase of
any new equipment next year.
There will also be no travel.
"We just will not be able to
afford to send people to conferences, etc., which usually keeps
them up to speed in their speciality areas," he explained.
"Right now I haven’t put it all
together, but I’ve identified those
issues where I know I can cut and
still be able to have a semblance
of meeting ongoing production
requirements," he added.

Learn how to publish & write
magazines free of charge.
at

Sports Cards Show

San Jose - Sunday April 21
At the Ilyatt hotel
1740 N. First St.- exit 1st St.
!fours 9:30 am - 4:30 pm
Admission - $2.00 (under 6 free)

MAGAZINE DAY 1991
APRIL 22nd
S.JSU STUDENT UNION

Free Wax Parks to 1st 300 admissions
Dealer Info 475 4146

10:00 A.M.
Reception
10:30 - 11:30 A.M.
Free-Lance Writing & Behind the Scenes
11:30 - 12:30
Session with the Pros & Career Opportunities

1Oc7’," OPP
With SJSU I.D.
CUSTOM COMPUTER
ENGRAVING
License Frames Signs
Plaques Badges ’Logos
Kcychains
(;ROUP DISCOUNTS FOR:
Fraternity’s/Sorority’s
Team Sports
Campus Organization,.
20S Santti Cruz’ Ave PIG
Los Gatos 305106!
IN THE LYNDON PL//A

12:30 - 130 P.M.
Luncheon
Tickets can be purchased for $9.50 from Mu Alpha
Gamma members or from Dr. Gotliffe in WLN 121

1:30 - 2.15 P.M.
Featured Speaker

Ronald A. Kovaq

President, Sunset Publishing
"The Revolution In Communications"
kil panels and Mr. Kovas’ talk are open to the public and free of charge

Tired of eating with spoons
and forks?
’011111111 1114 II lip,

1,11111’

shot In
ragouts ,rns,dp.

Anatrantit al
onitort,

I 1,1%ItIlonlylv

arul stipp.art

lop liar. iirtr touragi
olital gripping filial",

For Quality, Trust the Original

t--

Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear, and find a
remarkable blend of comfort and style
Contoured footbeds provide
cushioning and
support, while
your feet remain
free to move
naturally You’ll
find colors
that range
from basic
to brilliant.

Campbell

Santa Clara

Sunnyvale

Row about Chopsticks
for a change?
Arizona

Milano

Boston

Ibiza

>

Morgan Hill

So.San Jose

magmas

PM Wogi Vow 0.
MI Mc Om Port
111 Wog 46., 14..
area ’Mt and Roe.
10.1 54 or.. ... if.,
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-
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778-2332

578-2412

946-1040
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Don’t miss
our special Asian Cuisine section next
Thursday in the Center Stage

